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Introduction: Master Narratives, the New Social History, and Memory 

Until the last few decades of the twentieth century, both Korean and western historians 

have tended to view the “master narrative” as the superior approach to understanding the 

histories of the world.
 1

  The exact definition of “master narrative” itself has been the subject of 

debate among scholars, but in general, the term can be defined as narrative unity, where history 

is presented as an authoritative whole, most often focusing on political and military events.
2
  

This type of history heavily focuses on synthesis and simplification, and most often places the 

historian as an interested but purely objective observer of events.  As a result, early-level college 

students, most likely introduced to this approach with high school textbooks and provided with 

the same simplified approach in most introductory-level college classes, can potentially fall into 

the trap of subscribing to an oversimplified version of history, and subsequently fail to critically 

analyze each master narrative and spotlight marginalized or excluded information.  Such students 

would benefit greatly, then, from a chance to delve more deeply into more specific issues and 

contemporary areas of focus, but may lack the resources  at the advent of their college education 

                                                           
1
 Jeffrey Cox and Shelton Stromquist, eds., “Introduction,” in Contesting the Master Narrative: Essays in Social 

History (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1998), 1-2.   
2
 Cox and Stromquist, 3.  For examples of these histories (of Korea), see Po-Gi Sun, The History of Korea (Seoul: 

Korean National Commission for Unesco, 1970), Clarence Norwood Weems, ed., History of Korea (New York: 

Hilary House Publishers, 1962), and William E. Henthorn, History of Korea (New York: Free Press, 1971).  These 

are only a few examples of the dozens of “Histories of Korea,” that were published in the 1960s and 1970s.  Even 

the titles, most often simply “History of Korea” indicate that the books are generalized master narratives. 
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to fully comprehend and make use of in-depth scholarly journal articles, focused monographs, or 

primary source material.  Historical fiction, then, can provide an attractive alternative to these 

intimidating academic resources.  By introducing historical fiction alongside discussion of a 

"master narrative" text and specific talking points in class, teachers can both interest introductory 

level college students in historical study, and guide them to retain a more complex and critical 

view of historical events while easing them away from the comforting yet illusory concept of the 

"master narrative." 

The desire to separate college-level study of history from the concept of the "master 

narrative" is not a new one.  Beginning in the mid-twentieth century, trends in historical 

scholarship have noticeably come away from the idea of a historical “master narrative,” and 

progressed toward a form of history focusing on individuals and singular issues and events, 

dubbed the “new social history.”
3
  This new social history rejects the generalized large-scale 

form of the master narrative and instead focuses on individuals, attempting to place meaning 

upon personal experiences and putting, in the words of social historian Ann Walthall, “a human 

face on history.”
4
  The new social history has provided a way for historians to problematize 

certain areas of historical debate and to complicate issues which they feel have previously been 

oversimplified by the master narrative approach.  However, objectivists
5
 continue to argue that 

such a trend in scholarship tends to create certain problems: namely, it fragments historical 

commentary and results in too much of a swing away from the authoritative “master narratives” 

of the past, which provide cohesive and understandable narrative interpretations of historical 

                                                           
3
 Cox and Stromquist, “Introduction,” 1-11.  Cox and Stromquist describe this trend as a “greater sensitivity to 

diverse narrative strategies and a wider assemblage of audiences.” 
4
 For this kind of approach, see Anne Walthall, “Introduction,” The Human Tradition in Modern Japan (New York: 

SR Books, 2002), xii. 
5
 As in, those historians subscribing to the master narrative/objective historical observer approach. 
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events.
6
  Indeed, such complicated discussions can potentially be confusing to students without 

extensive backgrounds in the areas of debate, and cannot be introduced clearly without a general 

timeline or narrative of events. 

There is a need, then, within the field of history, to find a link between the generalized, 

politically-driven, objective “master narrative” and the contemporary trend of fragmented, 

personal, and compartmentalized argumentation.  It may be possible for historical fiction to 

bridge this gap in education and provide such a connection.  In this paper, Linda Sue Park‟s 

When My Name Was Keoko (hereafter referred to as simply Keoko) will be used as a case study 

to explain the limits and possibilities of using historical fiction as a companion to “official,” 

contemporary scholarship to teach history at the introductory college level.
 7

  This approach 

should provide a way for students to follow individualized histories and discussions within a 

broader context, and should give students creative license to interpret events and issues 

themselves.  If used in conjunction with contemporary scholarship such as monographs and 

articles, as well as in-depth classroom discussion, historical fiction like Keoko can provide a 

cohesive picture of historical events which students can use to contextualize specific trends and 

issues, and tease out the elusive sub-narratives and marginalized information that are often 

ignored in master narratives. 

In addition to the new social history, or perhaps in conjunction with it, there has also been 

a recent rise in interest in historical memory studies, which Keoko may be able to aid in helping 

students comprehend.  Memory studies are fast becoming an integral part of contemporary 

                                                           
6
 See Alon Confino, “Collective Memory and Cultural History: Problems of Method,” The American Historical 

Review 102, no. 5 (Dec. 1997): 1372-85. 
7
 This essay has been targeted for students at the introductory college level of history because high schools tend to 

follow strict textbook assignments, while college professors have more freedom to assign their own choice of 

material.  Upper-level history students should already be aware of some of these specificities, so 100 and 200 level 

college courses would be ideal for the introduction of this approach. 
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historical application, and should be raised to students of history as early in their educational 

careers as possible.  With historical fiction like Keoko, the complicated concepts of individual 

and group memory studies can be placed before the student in an easily accessible package, and, 

when used in conjunction with non-fiction memoirs, narrative historical textbooks, and 

classroom discussion, can present an understandable idea of this intricate historical approach. 

In order to ascertain the importance of Park‟s work in this light, it is first necessary to 

consider the definition of memory studies, and its correlation with the field of history.  Then, one 

can surely understand the application of historical fiction as an understandable addition to any 

course of study which attempts to engage with it.  One of the first scholars to discuss the 

relationship between history and memory was Maurice Halbwachs, author of The Collective 

Memory, published in 1980.
8
  In his work, Halbwachs separates the concept of individual 

memory from what he terms “collective memory,” where an individual is able to place his own 

personal memories within the context of a group experience, “helping to evoke and maintain 

impersonal remembrances of interest in the group.”
9
  He sets this concept up as a challenge or 

opposition to what he deems objective or “official” history.  He confirms that one concept can 

(and does) incorporate the other, however, even if the two exist as separate theories.  Halbwachs 

then introduces the concept of “historical memory,” where one‟s personal memories fit into, or 

relate to, historical events.  He states that “our memory truly rests not on learned history but on 

lived history,” where we distinguish the importance of historical events through our own 

personal experiences and filters.
10

  In this sense, it can be said that personal experiences as 

sources, such as memoirs and narratives, can be valuable assets in connecting the concepts of 

                                                           
88

 Maurice Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, translated by Francis J. Ditter, Jr., and Vida Yazdi Ditter (New 

York: Harper & Row Publishers, Inc., 1980). 
9
 Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, 50. 

10
 Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, 57. 
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“official” history with that of collective memory.  A historical novel told from first-person 

perspective, although fictionalized, can provide these connections and allow the reader to 

sympathize with those involved in the historical events under examination.   

In later scholarship, Alon Confino problematized the idea of using memory in historical 

study.  In his article, “Collective Memory and Cultural History: Problems of Method,” Confino 

claims that the fragmented and complex nature of history (as in the new social history) can 

contradict the more systemized and ordered nature of historical study.  He explains this concept 

by saying that “[memory] lacks critical reflection on method and theory, as well as a systematic 

evaluation of the field‟s problems, approaches, and objects of study.”
11

  Confino‟s main problem 

with the use of memory in historical study is that there is no current correct way to “do” 

memory, and that it is an unfocused and perhaps trendy part of modern scholarship. 

To answer Confino‟s set of problems, there have been a few contemporary attempts to 

find a correct way to “do” memory.  Both Susan Crane and Lisa Yoneyama have proposed 

certain models, although their individual approaches vary.  Crane was the first to respond to 

these issues, and she remains a proponent of using history and memory in tandem today.  Crane 

argues that collective memory is a “continual presence” of the past, and that it can be used to 

relate historical events and narratives to contemporary issues and discussions.
12

  She also places 

a great amount of emphasis on the individual memory, and its importance to the larger concept 

of collective memory study.  Crane believes that individual memories help to relate and explain 

collective memory as well as historical narratives, and that using personal accounts is an 

effective way to tie collective memory and history studies together.  Of course, this theory would 

                                                           
11

 Confino, “Problems of Method,” 1387. 
12

 Susan Crane, ”Writing the Individual Back into Collective Memory,” The American Historical Review102, no. 5 

(Dec. 1997): 1372-3. 
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present the strongest argument for using personal memoirs as well as other non-fiction resources 

in the classroom, in order to study history from a more personal perspective.  However, historical 

fiction, when researched from multiple individual personal histories, interviews, and extensive 

archival research like Park's Keoko, can present an alternative which is nearly as effective, more 

comprehensive, and often far more engaging, than an extensive personal memoir of any one 

given historical person. 

Like Crane, Lisa Yoneyama is another supporter of using memory studies to understand 

historical events, or to place them into perspective.  Although she relates memory most closely to 

politics, and believes that one directly influences the other, she is just as avid a proponent of 

using history and memory together as Susan Crane.
13

  There have also been many other 

advocates for using memory as a vehicle for, or in addition to, history studies, and they have in 

effect laid the theoretical groundwork for the possibility of using historical fiction as an effective 

tool to add perspective to areas of history where current scholarship has not provided a 

satisfactory discussion of memory.  By using Park‟s Keoko, history teachers in introductory-level 

college classes can introduce the idea of memory studies through memoirs and narratives in the 

student-friendly medium of fiction. 

The Master Narrative and New Social History of Korea 

Because Keoko is set during the occupation of Korea by Japan, it is most reasonable to 

place the importance of the work within the context of Korean history studies.  The master 

narrative of the Japanese occupation of Korea has often been discussed within the greater context 

                                                           
13

 See Lisa Yoneyama, “On the Politics of Historical Memory,” in Hiroshima Traces: Time, Space, and the 

Dialectics of Memory (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), and T. Fujitai, Geoffrey M. White, and Lisa 

Yoneyama, “Memory as Method,” in Perilous Memories: The Asia-Pacific War(s) (London: Duke University Press, 

2001), 16-26. 
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of Japanese colonialism.  English-language histories of Korea are often told in a “top down” 

style from a political or military perspective, and focus on the ramifications of Japanese political 

and military movements within Korea.  They also discuss the resulting governmental relationship 

between occupied Korea and Japan.
14

  The history of the Japanese occupation of Korea is also 

commonly included within a much greater time span, as a concisely written note, or perhaps a 

chapter, within the larger political and economic development of the country.  Even recently 

published narratives of Korean history follow this trend, and generally cover the occupation of 

Korea as a political, military, or economic sub-development.
15

  In these Korean histories, the act 

of presenting Korea as a constant source of “fighting spirit” and modernization/progressivism 

despite the oppressive acts of occupying forces such as Japan and China is paramount, and the 

master narratives represent a desire on behalf of the Korean authors to come to terms with their 

occupation as a step in the path towards ultimate Korean economic and political success.  While 

this trend represents a perfectly legitimate approach to the master narrative history of Korea, 

especially in terms of nationalism and a desire to inspire Korean patriotism and pride, there is a 

marked deficiency in the attempt to portray social history, particularly the sense of personal 

victimization and loss felt by Korean individuals and families during the Japanese occupation.  

Keoko answers this deficiency by discussing issues of personal victimization and possible 

reactions to these "top down" acts by the families that lived through them.  

 The “new social history” has provided more specific approaches to the Japanese 

occupation of Korea by focusing on individual issues and conflicts: most commonly, Korean 

                                                           
14

 Andrew Nahm, ed., Korea Under Japanese Colonial Rule: Studies of the Policy and Techniques of Japanese 

Colonialism (Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University Center for Korean Studies, 1973). 
15

 For examples, see Robert Oliver, A History of the Korean People in Modern Times, 1800 to the Present (Newark: 

University of Delaware Press, 1993), Walter B. Jung, Nation Building: The Geopolitical History of Korea (Lanham, 

MD: University Press of America, 1998), Chun-gil Kim, The History of Korea (Westport, CN: Greenwood Press, 

2005), Ki-Baek Yi, A New History of Korea, trans. Edward W. Wagner (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

1984), and Keith Pratt, Everlasting Flower: A History of Korea (London: Reaktion, 2006). 
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“comfort women,” economics, Korean military conscripts and volunteers, and colonial 

governmental power struggles.  Especially within the last two decades, the issue of Korean 

“comfort women” has come to the forefront of discussion over the Asia-Pacific war and Japan‟s 

occupation of Korea.  In 1995, Keith Howard compiled a collection of firsthand accounts from 

the so-called “comfort women” of Korea, and attempted to communicate a personalized, explicit 

account of their abuse and exploitation.
16

  Pyong Gap Min published an article in 2003 called 

“Korean „Comfort Women‟: The Intersection of Colonial Power, Gender, and Class.”
17

  In his 

article, Min argues that one major cause of the silence of former “comfort women” is the 

manifestations of gender hierarchy inherent in Korean society, where Korean men are expected 

to protect their women, and failure to do so causes shame to the family, which is then placed 

largely upon the proverbial “shoulders” of the female victims. 

 Other topics from the Korean occupation have also recently become subjects of debate.  

In “Korean „Imperial Soldiers‟: Remembering Colonialism and Crimes against Allied POWs,” 

Utsumi Aiko discusses the conscription of male Korean citizens into the Japanese military.
18

  In 

this article, Aiko describes the subjection of the Korean conscripts to the worst jobs in the 

Japanese army, where they were often made to perform menial or dangerous tasks, and were 

even used as front line fodder in battles.  Mitsuhiko Kimura‟s “The Economics of Japanese 

Imperialism in Korea, 1910-1939,” discusses the economic benefits enjoyed by the Japanese 

government and population at the expense of Korean citizens, such as the seizure of crops and 

                                                           
16

 Keith Howard, ed., True Stories of the Korean Comfort Women (New York: Cassell, 1995). 
17

 Pyong Gap Min, “Korean „Comfort Women‟: The Intersection of Colonial Power, Gender, and Class,” Gender 

and Society 17, no. 6 (Dec. 2003): 938-57. 
18

 Utsumi Aiko, “Korean „Imperial Soldiers‟: Remembering Colonialism and Crimes against Allied POWs,” in 

Perilous Memories: The Asia-Pacific War(s), edited by Fujitani et al. (London: Duke University Press, 2001), 199-

217. 
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metals, taken to “contribute” to the Japanese war effort.”
19

  Alexis Dudden wrote a book in 2005 

about the power struggles between the Japanese and Korean governments, and the reverberations 

felt throughout Korea during its occupation as a result of its subordination.
20

   

This recent English-language scholarship on the Japanese occupation of Korea provides 

examples of the current “new social history,” where the concept of the historian as a passive, 

objective observer is challenged or rejected outright.
21

  These scholars have instead provided a 

series of personalized, individual-centered accounts of Korean history where the historian is 

allowed to become an emotionally invested and interested participant who can challenge the 

“master narrative” by exploring new venues for in-depth analysis and discussion.  However, any 

college student new to the subject matter may be lost in such specific discussions, and may have 

trouble contextualizing the issues and arguments without the aid of some unifying structure, like 

the fictionalized narrative of Keoko. 

The Role of Keoko 

It is here that historical fiction
22

 provides a convenient bridge between over-generalized 

master narratives and narrow, individual-centered, and fragmented scholarship.  Linda Sue Park, 

a second-generation Korean American with a family background in Japanese-occupied South 

                                                           
19

 Mitsuhiko Kimura, “The Economics of Japanese Imperialism in Korea, 1910-1939,” The Economic History 

Review 48, no. 3 (Aug. 1995): 555-574. 
20

 Alexis Dudden, Japan’s Colonization of Korea: Discourse and Power (Honolulu: University of Hawai‟I Press, 

2005). 
21

 For further discussion, see Peter Novick, That Noble Dream: The “Objectivity Question” and the American 

Historical Profession (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), Herbert Gutman, “Whatever Happened to 

History? The Missing Synthesis,” Nation (Nov. 21, 1981): 553-4, Eric Foner, “History in Crisis: the Fragmentation 

of Scholarship,” Commonweal 18 (Dec. 1981): 726, and Thomas Bender, “Wholes and Parts: The Need for 

Synthesis in American History,” Journal of American History73, no. 1 (June 1986):127. 
22

 Historical fiction, for the purposes of this essay, can be defined as “a novel set fifty or more years in the past... in 

which the author is writing from research rather than personal experience.”  This definition is based from a speech 

by Sarah Johnson, an assistant professor at Eastern Illinois University, given at an Associated Writing Programs 

annual conference.  See Sarah Johnson, “What Are the Rules for Historical Fiction,” Historical Novel Society, 

http://www.historicalnovelsociety.org/historyic.htm (accessed March 5, 2010). 
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Korea, provides such a vehicle with her prize-winning book, When My Name was Keoko.  Park‟s 

Keoko addresses each of the aforementioned issues tackled by those who utilize the “new social 

history” approach, while still preserving a clear narrative in which to contextualize them.  

Students reading Keoko as a companion to books or articles centering on issues like comfort 

women, goods seizure, or Korean conscription can find these issues within the text of the novel, 

in order to piece together the “big picture,” fostering a better understanding of the Japanese 

occupation of Korea and its enduring legacies. 

Park‟s novel follows a family living in occupied Korea in 1940, and alternates between 

the narratives of two siblings, an elementary school-aged girl and her teenage brother.  Their 

uncle is a member of the Korean resistance, who publishes an underground newspaper that 

speaks out against the acts of the Japanese government and military.  The young girl, Sun-hee,
23

 

struggles with her personal sense of identity, and is forced to take on the new name of Keoko, at 

the mandate of her Japanese teacher, in order to give her the appearance of becoming more 

“Japanese.”  Her brother Tae-yul volunteers to join the Japanese imperial army and is trained to 

become an expendable Korean kamikaze pilot.
24

    

The themes that Park chooses to highlight in her novel, such as the loss of Korean 

identity, the confiscation of possessions and women, and the recruitment of young men, are ideal 

for comparison to themes in English-language scholarship on Korea.  Using her parents‟ and 

grandparents‟ memories of personal experiences during the occupation for research, Park 

challenges the generalized, objective “master narratives” presented by earlier scholars by 

                                                           
23

 This main character of the novel is introduced as Sun-hee, which is her true Korean name and the name she 

personally identifies with.  Although her name is changed to Keoko in the novel at one point, for the purposes of this 

essay she will be referred to as Sun-hee for the sake of simplification. 
24

 Linda Sue Park, When My Name was Keoko (New York: Yearling, 2002).  Tae-yul‟s Japanese name is Nobuo, but 

he is referred to in the story most often by his Korean name, and will therefore be identified within this work as 

such. 
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focusing on the personal suffering and exploitation of the Korean people while highlighting the 

Korean spirit of independence and resistance to Japanese rule.  Park focuses closely on the theme 

of loss within her work; the name of the work, When My Name was Keoko, refers to Japanese 

acts that forced Korean citizens to adopt Japanese names, forsaking their traditional Korean 

names in lieu of adopting the status of second-class Japanese imperial subjects.
25

  Sun-hee‟s 

family also loses food and household possessions to the Japanese military men that come 

knocking at the door frequently to collect for the “war effort.”
26

  Sun-hee almost loses her 

brother when Tae-yul joins the military to become a kamikaze pilot and pledges his life to the 

Japanese cause.
27

  In the story, she even hears rumors of Korean women disappearing, with the 

excuse that they have gone to Japan to take on factory work, but, in truth, have most likely been 

sold into prostitution as “comfort women.” 

 Park‟s focus on Korean losses correlates directly to themes present in contemporary 

scholarship on the Japanese occupation of Korea: seizure of Korean crops, goods and materials 

to supplement the Japanese war effort, forcing Koreans to adopt Japanese names to encourage 

integration, and the abuse and exploitation of Korean men in the Japanese military.
28

  The 

rumors that Sun-hee hears about women disappearing most likely refer to the experiences of 

thousands of Korean women who, forced into poverty by goods seizure and coerced into 

supporting the “war effort” by supposedly moving abroad to accept factory work, were actually 

dispersed around the country to become prostitutes for the Japanese military.
29

   

                                                           
25

 Park, Keoko, 17. 
26

 Park, Keoko, 30, 61-3.  Tae-yul‟s bicycle is also commandeered by two Japanese soldiers, and he is powerless to 

stop it. 
27

 Park, Keoko, 168. 
28

 Refer to Kimura‟s Japanese Imperialism, Dudden‟s Discourse and Power, and Aiko‟s “Imperial Soldiers,” 

respectively, for these previously mentioned issues. 
29

 See Howard‟s True Stories and Min‟s “Comfort Women” for reference. 
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By highlighting these themes of loss, Keoko could potentially draw students into the 

character‟s experiences and inspire them to conduct further scholarly research in related issues.  

Sun-hee‟s individualized experiences, forgotten, oversimplified, or marginalized by master 

narrative texts, could allow students to better understand the complex legacies of the Japanese 

occupation of Korea.  They could provide college students with a personal glance into the 

occupation experience, from the perspective of an average Korean participant.  Keoko‟s 

observations and experiences could also provide students with a setting in which to place 

highlighted issues like “comfort women,” the seizure of Korean goods, and military recruitment.  

The individual memories of Keoko, although fictionalized, create a framework of events and 

experiences that can be used by students to understand coursework and subject material more 

deeply, as well as to become invested, interested participants in the historical study of the 

Japanese occupation of Korea.
30

 

Strengths and Weaknesses of Keoko as a Classroom Resource 

One of the strengths of Park‟s novel is its basis in personal experience.  The daughter of 

Korean immigrants, Linda Sue Park grew up hearing stories of her parents‟ and grandparents‟ 

occupation experiences.
31

  Using her family as a resource, she constructed a novel that “feels” 

real, even though its actual events are officially fiction.
 32

  Because it is written from a first 

person perspective, and it follows the life of an ordinary Korean girl and her family, Park‟s work 

                                                           
30

 For a discussion of the value of individual experiences and memories in understanding historical events, see Susan 

Crane, “Writing the Individual Back into Collective Memory,” The American Historical Review 102, no. 5 (Dec. 

1997): 1372-3. 
31

 For a detailed discussion of Linda Sue Park‟s familial influences, see her Author‟s Note, in Keoko, 193-6.  Her 

parents and grandparents were both present during the Japanese occupation of Korea, and many of the events of her 

novel are based on the true-life experiences of them.  Her mother‟s given Japanese name was indeed Keoko, and her 

personal memories provide the bulk of the novel‟s storyline. 
32

 “Linda Sue Park: Biography,” Scholastic, http://www2.scholastic.com (accessed Nov. 10, 2009). 
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truly puts a “human face on history,” and allows for a cohesive but individual-centered view on 

historical events. 

 Another strength of Park‟s work is its grounding in historical scholarship.  In addition to 

her family‟s personal experiences, Park conducted a great deal of archival research before 

writing Keoko; the back of the book includes a three page bibliography of both Korean and 

western works that Park consulted before she began actively composing the book.  Once the 

work was in progress, Park took about two and a half years to continuously revise the project in 

order to make it as relevant and engaging as possible.
33

  Park is not the first person to attempt a 

work of historical fiction revolving around occupation-era Korea; she built upon the work of 

Richard E. Kim, author of a fictionalized memoir based upon his experiences in occupied Korea, 

and Sook Nyul Choi, author of Year of Impossible Goodbyes.
34

  Drawing upon the influences of 

this valuable body of work, Park modeled her own novel to engage her readers emotionally, 

providing them with a framework of reference based largely on genuine human experiences. 

Because Park‟s work is fictionalized, however, there are some details which are 

historically inaccurate, due to the writer‟s need for story flow and literary pacing.  Tae-yul‟s 

training period in the military is sped up for dramatic effect, and the Japanese military does not 

censor his final letter to his family, which would realistically have come under suspicion for its 

content, and would most likely not have been delivered at all.
35

  If these historical inaccuracies 

are carefully noted by an educator, however, and used to initiate discussion about the limitations 

                                                           
33

 Verla Kay, “Workshop Transcript: Linda Sue Park Q&A,” Verla Kay’s Website for Children’s Writers and 

Illustrators, http://verlakay.com/34LindaSueParkQA.html (accessed November 10, 2009). 
34

 Richard E. Kim, Lost Names: Scenes from a Boyhood in Japanese-Occupied Korea (New York: Universe Books, 

1988), and Sook Nyul Choi, Year of Impossible Goodbyes (New York: Yearling, 1991).  Park was personally 

inspired by the latter work, according to her comments in “Linda Sue Park: Biography,” Scholastic. 
35

 Bill Gordon, “Review: When My Name was Keoko,” Kamikaze Images, Weslyan University’s Bill Gordon Home 

Page, http://wgordon.web.wesleyan.edu/kamikaze/books/fiction/park/index.htm (accessed Nov. 10, 2009). 
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and possibilities of historical fiction as a medium, then the fictional narrative can be used as an 

example of personalizing history in “the new social” approach. 

Furthermore, Park‟s intended audience is obviously younger than the average 

introductory-level college student; it has been presented by Scholastic’s website as appropriate 

for students as early as fifth grade. Because Keoko‟s age bracket starts in upper grade school, 

issues such as the atrocities performed upon comfort women, the slaughter or abuse of Korean 

conscripts, and the starvation of Korean families as a result of goods seizure were treated 

relatively lightly in the novel.
 36

  Also, Park‟s choice of themes and events within the work is a 

reflection of her own personal politics and creative processes.  The work was created for 

consumption by the general English-speaking population, and was not created with the intention 

of using it in the college classroom.  Nonetheless, if such issues as intended audience, author 

background, and context are brought up in class and used to initiate discussion, then students can 

use these starting points to expand their own understanding of the problems and possibilities the 

novel presents. 

Conclusion 

 Historical fiction currently exists as a largely untapped resource to educators.  College 

professors seeking to bring introductory-level students into the field of history can tap into this 

rich, highly readable body of resources by using it to bridge the gap between generalized “master 

narratives” and individual-centered personalized approaches to the new social history.  The 

individualized nature of fictionalized memoirs and narratives also employs the emerging 

importance of memory studies within the field of history, and allows students to access historical 

                                                           
36

 “Linda Sue Park: Biography,” Scholastic. 
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memory through the lens of individual memories.  Linda Sue Park‟s When My Name was Keoko 

is an excellent vehicle for this approach, because it has the potential to allow students to tease out 

the issues recently highlighted by Korean and western scholars of the Japanese occupation of 

Korea, within a personalized, comprehensive and cohesive narrative structure.  Like any learning 

medium, historical fiction has its own strengths and limitations, but with careful introduction and 

discussion, historical fiction like Keoko can offer students a link between old and new learning 

styles, as well as an intriguing and compelling personal look into the “human face” of history. 
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